United States Currency
Typography Class
A contemporary interpretation
of the United States currency.

7 Mile Rim Cologne
Design III Class
Branding, packaging, and website
design for a sophisticated and
masculine cologne.

Coldplay X&Y Album
Design II Class
CD package design that
typographically interprets the
Coldplay X&Y album.

Omro Coffee Company
Design III Class
Branding and package
design for a small town
coffee shop that supports fair
trade and organic goods.

2.2 Usage
Clear Zones with Logo

Bookmark Graphic

2.2 Usage

There must always be an area of white space that extends
on all four sides of the logo. This space is denoted by the
Clear Zones with Logo
height of the middle ribbon shaped figure of the logo.
There must always be an area of white space that extends
on all four sides of the logo. This space is denoted by the
height of the middle ribbon shaped figure of the logo.

Size Restrictions with Logo

Size Restrictions with Logo

The height of the logo must never become any smaller than
The height of the logo must never become any smaller than
35 pixels high.
35 pixels high.
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This bookmark graphic is used as a design element to
enhance the overall look and feel that helps convey that the
Bookmark Graphic
pieces are related
to a bookstore. This bookmark graphic
This bookmark graphic is used as a design element to
the overall
and must
feel that helps
that the
can be usedenhance
at any
sizelookbut
be convey
scaled
proportionally
pieces are related to a bookstore. This bookmark graphic
at all sizes. can be used at any size but must be scaled proportionally
at all sizes.

primary
in white should
should always
be used when
The primary The
logo
inlogo
white
always
be used when
placed on the bookmark graphic. This logo may be placed
at any
location vertically,
but must always
be centered
placed on the
bookmark
graphic.
This
logo may be placed
horizontally.
at any location vertically, but must always be centered
horizontally.
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Edge Books
Corporate Identity Class
Collaborative project branding,
book layout, and website
design for a local, upbeat and
funky art bookstore.

Example from ‘Brand Guidlines’ page spreads
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Get help with all this and more on Saturday,
Sept. 8th from 3-5pm in Evans Hall.
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Graphic Design and Photography Intern
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Various types of printed media that to
advertise events in residnce halls on the
university campus.

DUNCA

Plus, receive a free $5.00 Gift Card at Laundry Demo!

NAME: ______________________________
EMAIL: ______________________________

RED CARPET EVENT

HALL: ________________ RM #: ________

ROLLING
OUT
THE

NAME: ______________________________

VIP PREMIERE
DANCE PARTY

PUNCH CARD RAFFLE
EMAIL: ______________________________

T I C K E HALL:T ________________ RM #: ________
RED CARPET EVENT
Attend each of the events on the back, where a staff
member will punch this card. Once all 5 events are punched,
you can use this as a ticket to enter for the grand prize.

PAPARAZZI
PHOTO FRAMES

S

GREEN CARPET
MINI GOLF

S

PAPARAZZI
PHOTO BOOTH

A

U MATTER
MOCKTAIL BAR

P

RED

CARPET

ROLLING
OUT
THE

VIP PREMIERE
DANCE PARTY

PUNCH CARD RAFFLE

T I C K E T

Attend each of the events on the back, where a staff
member will punch this card. Once all 5 events are punched,
you can use this as a ticket to enter for the grand prize.

PAPARAZZI
PHOTO FRAMES

S

GREEN CARPET
MINI GOLF

S

PAPARAZZI
PHOTO BOOTH

A

U MATTER
MOCKTAIL BAR

P

RED

CARPET
Original website design

JOIN US ON SUNDAY SEPT. 2ND
FROM 8:00PM-11:30PM TO CELEBRATE

ROLLING
OUT
THE

RED

CARPET
ROLLING
OUT
THE

RED

CARPET

VIP PREMIERE
DANCE PARTY
in the Titan Underground

Available color schemes

U MATTER
MOCKTAIL BAR

outside the Titan Underground

POPCORN,
PAPARAZZI
COTTON CANDY, PHOTO BOOTH
& SNOW CONE
PAPARAZZI
MACHINES
PHOTO FRAMES
& GREEN CARPET
RED CARPET
MINI GOLF
RAFFLE
outside the Titan Underground
“Movie Star” Gift Basket
“Pamper Yourself” Gift Basket
“Rockstar” Gift Basket
“VIP” Gift Basket

PUNCH CARD
RAFFLE
WITH PRIZES

outside the Titan Underground
GRAND PRIZE WINNER WILL
RECIEVE A FUTON OR 32" TV

UW Oshkosh Residence Life
Identity design for residence
halls staff to welcome incoming
freshman into residence halls.

UW Oshkosh Residence Life
8:00PM - 11:30PM

Graphic and interactive
redesign of the MyUWO
Student web portal.

New website design

FIAT

FIAT
FIAT

Fiat 500 Illustration Booklet
Advanced Illustration Class
Illustration booklet detailing the
redesign of a classic 1957 Fiat.

Lord of the Rings Book Covers
Typography Class
Typographical book cover design for
the classic J.R.R. Tolkien trilogy.

function
function
form
vs

“a new form of
socio-educational
organization”
hen a designer goes about making a de-

beauty. A good designer does not pick one or the

function of building to a new level (Schnaidt

The Federal Trade School is designed to give the

sign they have two basic ideas in mind;

other, they use both. German architect Hannes

25). Building becomes a “social, technical, eco-

on campus student opportunities for food, phys-

whether to create with form or with function.

Meyer is a designer who creates function. One

nomic, and psychic organization” (Schnaidt 25).

ical training and fresh surroundings (Schnaidt

Designing with form would be to please the

of his popular functionalist designs is the Fed-

Through the analysis of Meyer’s work by descrip-

43). Six architects were chosen to compete in a

eye of the viewer and create aesthetic beauty;

eral Trade School of the General German Trade

tion, meaning, and its importance in the history

competition to create the best suited building

but misses accessibility and overlooks the cost.

Unions Federation in Bernau (GGTUF). The

of design one can understand why the Federal

for the school. Meyer was chosen because he

Designing with function includes comfort,

design of this school is based on Meyer’s idea

Trade School of the GGTUF “gave effect to

“put forward a new form of socio-educational

space, cost, and accessibility; but lacks a sense of

of “The New World”, a plan which takes the

ideas of (Meyer’s) ‘new building’” (Schnaidt 25).

organization” which was well suited for an “edu-

Aerial view of entire site

2

3

cational centre” (Schnaidt 43). The school is de-

during eating hours sharing in community. On

signed in such a way that the students housing

the left hand side of the entrance hall there is an

have the most access to the canteen (eating hall),

attached coat closet, four car garage and pergola

main hall, study rooms, classrooms, and gymna-

(outdoor seating). Further right past the com-

sium. The overall shape of the building is a lin-

munal and utility block lays the teachers’ hous-

ear ‘z’ or zigzag shape where the student cells are

ing. Each cell is made of two stories, the ground

located in the main stroke, the educators in the

floor holding a living room, bedroom, bath and

top, and the classrooms and gymnasium in the

balcony. The basement holds a study, workshop

bottom. Meyer’s arrangement functions as a so-

and terrace with garden. These cells are indepen-

cio-educational building “in terms of bricks and

dent zigzags created as “a direct reflection of the

mortar” which translates as “school, residential,

(Meyer’s) function diagram” (Schnaidt 43).

communal and utility blocks” followed by “the
independent zigzag of teachers’ houses”, respectively from the gymnasium up to the educators
housing (Schnaidt 43).

Past the main entrance begins the student cells
which follow a steady downhill slope to the
learning center of the school. This long aisle is
called the glazed connecting corridor, because

If a visitor were to enter the school they would

it is wrapped in a glass covering. As soon as one

be greeted by a set of “imposing entrance steps”

enters into the glazed connecting corridor, they

which take the visitor into the main entrance

would find on their right hand side a large day

(Schnaidt 43). On the right hand side of the

room with an attached veranda. The student

entrance is the main hall, canteen, kitchen, and

cells are located on the right hand side of the

administration offices. This area serves as the

connecting corridor and made up of four zigzag

communal and utility block of the building.

connected buildings which contain three lev-

One would find students and educators here

els. Each level is connected by a staircase which

Site plan on scale of 1:1500
1 Main entrance, 2 Community building,
3 Student cells, 4 School, 5 Teachers’ housing,
6 Lake, 7 Swimming pool, 8 Playing field
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lieved that “all life is function and therefore inar-

207). For this reason, Meyer was able to create

Meyer demonstrates that his work is meant to

tistic” (Dearstyne 207). Similarly, it makes sense

‘the new world’. He made the design of an archi-

serve others in a clear and concise way so that

that the function of the roof is to hold out the

tectural building around the buildings inhabit-

anyone can simply see and understand without

rain, the windows are meant to let in as much

ants, having the people at the center of his fo-

confusion. This idea is also seen today where de-

light and as possible, the columns are meant

cus. In this way, he is remembered in history. A

signers of all kinds appeal to the general public

to support the balconies, and the stairways are

simple example is the way in which Mayer uses

by supplying their needs without confusion or

Schnaidt, Claude, and Claude Schnaidt.

meant to go from one level to another. The

standardized drawing; he says:

complex adaption, whether it be in structural or

Hannes Meyer : Buildings, Projects and Writings.

pieces of architecture of the school each serve a
purpose and are used for a particular function.

“Whenever possible I also use their (Ger-

two dimensional works.

man Industrial Standards and Soviet

Functionalism for Hannes Meyer was a way to

Remarkably, Meyer was able to use such simplici-

Standards) standard sizes of paper, their

deliver to the needs of society without complex-

ty to create productivity. He set the students’ win-

standard lettering, standard division of

ity. He created an idea where simplicity can be

the drawing into parts and standard no-

practical and fluid. Meyer’s design of the Federal

tations in line and colour” (Schnaidt 27).

Trade school demonstrates this as much today as

dows and the glazed connecting corridor in a direction that they are able to receive the maximum
amount of light and wind. The gardens of the
teachers housing are also located in a spot where
they receive the maximum amount of light. Even
in the main hall where guest speakers would often
give projector presentations, Meyer designed the

Even by using standardized drawing Meyer is
working for the people, or in this case, his client.
He simplifies the work that needs to be done to
simplify the work for others. Meyer states:

windows on the ceiling to act as natural light and

“It seems important to me that the designs

to be able to be closed off for presentations.

for buildings should be represented and

For Meyer, “building is a biological process.
Building is not an aesthetic process” (Dearstyne

1986. Print.

Teufen: A. Niggli,
1965. Print.

function
function
function
function

learn and develop his idea of ‘the new world’ and

to see how designers today can interpret Meyer’s
idea of function and its biological process.

View from south-east side

immediately understandable to any mem-

10

Inside the Bauhaus. New York: Rizzoli,

it did in 1928. There is still much possibility to

realistically as possible so that they will be
ber of the public” (Schnaidt 27).

Works Cited
Dearstyne, Howard, and David A. Spaeth.
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Hannes Meyer Booklet
Design I Class
Book design for former Bauhuas
Director, Hannes Meyer.
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